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STAWU Signs a Pay-rise Agreement with Nagins Transport

Following a collective bargaining process between Nagins Transport (Pty) Ltd and STAWU, a 12 months collective bargaining agreement [CBA] has been signed by the Parties on about July 28th 2017. Among the material terms of the agreement is eight [8] percent pay-rise across the board in respect of workers’ basic pay effective July 01st 2017.

Nagins Transport is one of the cross border road freight entities to which STAWU organizes. A notable character of this employer is that Nagins excels in averting labour disputes. For the past decade we have not had a single industrial action. This move we applaud, as we continuously ensure rights and protections of our affiliates thereat are safeguarded.

STAWU National Coordinator Cde Sticks Nkambule who led the Union negotiation team commented “Nagins is among the oldest of our branches. We congratulate our affiliates on this progressive decision of loyal affiliation to STAWU, in a state where respect for worker rights remains a challenge. We shall dutifully serve them at all material times of such loyalty”.
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